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40 Posts: Posted by Katie Aug 13, Technical. When looking to buy a VW T5 it is good practice to
research the most common VW transporter T5 problems to know what to look at for when
shopping around for your chosen vehicle. This guide is an extensive list of problems that have
been reported over the years with VW Transporter T5 models. Some problems are more
common than others. It is important to point out that the VW T5 has been on the market since
and rapidly approaching the 20 year mark. Many of the T5 models that we see on the UK roads
are now approaching and even exceeding , miles. The VW T5 is reputable for being highly
reliable. You may also enjoy reading the article on How many miles will a Transporter do? This
is one of the most common vw transporter t5 problems and affects almost every T5 at some
point in its life often more than once. To identify the problem the symptoms listen out for a rattle
on the engine on idle, this can be fairly subtle at first but gradually builds the further the part is
worn. Other symptoms can sound like a slight misfire or slight stutter when you are pulling
away. Raise the clutch slowly in first gear and feel out for an unexpected judder. Unfortunately it
is a very similar job to that on a T4 and will require the engine to be dropped from the engine
bay in order to get to the clutch to replace! It is a fairly time-consuming job to replace the clutch
as it is not an easy part to get to in the engine bay. Other vw transporter t5 problems
unfortunately involve the EGR. This problem has not been addressed for the later T6 models
also. A sticky or dirty EGR valve can trigger the engine management light so is usually quite
easy to spot that there is a problem. If you are outside of warranty however you are likely going
to have to fund the repair yourself. The main cause of this is water ingress around the seal of
the offside shaft where it exits the gear box. A relatively poor design that allows water and rust
to build up and eventual failure of the shaft. Most of the cost is for the parts itself. You can view
prices for the parts on Amazon below. In terms of identifying the problem early, there is often a
bit of a clunk on pull away when the clutch is lifted indicating a bit of play. If you are looking to
buy a T5 it is worth asking if the job has been done on higher mileage examples. It is reasonably
common for water pump failure on the 2. It is less common to see failure on the 1. If your 2. If
that has been done recently then it is quite likely you will get the water pump changed at the
same time. Running low on coolant frequently would be an indication of early failure. Other
issues with the pump can be caused by bearing failure which then dumps coolant out of the
overflow towards the rear of the engine. Again, your coolant level light should light up on the
dash to give you a bit of warning. Ignore the low coolant light at your peril as your engine will
eventually overheat and fail. If the ABS warning light is showing on your VW T5 it can be
something as simple as the rear wheel speed sensor playing up which are very cheap and
straight forward to fix. The most common area to be affected by this is where the loom enters

the van on the rear near side of the vehicle. The good news is that the VW T5 is not as prone to
rust as the VW T4 thanks to a better layer of protection in the areas prone. However, there are
still a few areas to watch out for on the T5 and it is best to catch it early to avoid costly welding
further on down the line. A good bit of preventative maintenance is to whip off the inner plastic
arch liners front and rear periodically, and clear away any crud built up behind them. They tend
to trap dirt and grime over time which then holds moisture next to the metal. Over time the rust
can take hold in this area particularly on the front arches next to the door posts and can affect
right the way up to the strut lowers. Another area to watch out for rust is on the barn door
models of T5. The paint cracks over time and the rust tends to take hold along the bottom of the
doors. The common problems documented here are minimal considering the model is now
approaching 20 years of age. If you are looking to purchase a VW T5 the most important areas
to focus on are the flywheels, EGR valve issues and drive shaft signs of wear. As with all
vehicles, the more service history you can see, the safer the bet that it is a good example that
has been cared for. Sign up to our Newsletter to receive monthly updates on all things
Transporter! Myself and family live in the UK and are life long enthusiasts of all generations of
VW Transporters. Maintaining this website is my passion to share information with other
Transporter enthusiasts. I currently own an original VW T4. Like most owners, I carry out most
of the maintenance myself with a little helping hand occasionally! I am not shy of a bit of oil or
hard work to maintain my pride and joy :o. I am also a passionate motorbike rider BMW Fst so
spread my time fairly between both hobbies! I hope you find my posts helpful and informative.
My name is Katie and I am a life long fan of VW Transporters of all yearsâ€¦ I currently drive
around in a red VW T4 that I am slowly but surely restoring to its original rust free glory. On this
site I will cover all common topics that I have seen discussed over the years and make it freely
accessible to like minded VW fans all in one place! Table of Contents. View cost of Flywheel.
View cost of EGR Valve. View cost of VW T5 Drive shaft. View cost of VW T5 water pump. View
cost of electrical connector cleaner. Guide on VW T5 Arch trims. View cost of rust inhibitor.
Contains easy, practical and helpful information for each month of the year. We respect your
privacy and will never share your email address with anyone. Previous What is the VW wave?
Next Best VW fridge freezer for your campervan. About The Author. Related Posts. Search
Search for:. Feb 10, Technical. Privacy Policy. Introduced in , the T4 was the first Volkswagen
van to have a front-mounted, water-cooled engine. Prompted by the success of similar moves
with their passenger cars, Volkswagen had toyed with the idea of replacing their air-cooled,
rear-engined T2 vans with a front-engined, water-cooled design in the late s. The reasons for
deciding in to instead introduce a new rear-engined T3 are unclear. Thus, the introduction of a
front-engined layout was delayed until the arrival of the T4. After a run of nearly 14 years, T4
production ceased in , making it second only to the T1 for length of production in its home
market. Part of the success of the T4 was its versatility. It was available in many forms and sizes
as standard and formed the basis of many specialist vehicles, from buses to campervans to
ambulances. Two standard wheelbases were available; "short" mm and "long" mm. Panel vans
were available with two different roof heights; standard mm and high-top mm. High-tops were
only manufactured on the LWB chassis, although campervan conversions often have pop-top or
usually fibreglass high-tops added to both SWB and LWB chassis. Vans have either a single,
roof-hinged "tailgate" or two "barn" doors at the rear and either a single passenger side or twin
both sides sliding doors. There was one major facelift to the T4, in , when a re-shaped, longer
front end was introduced. This was needed to fit the six-cylinder VR6 engine into the T4's
engine bay. Initially, only Caravelles and Multivans were available with the longer nose, since
these were the only models available with the VR6 engine. The commercial variants continued
to be produced with the shorter nose until However, campers and other specialist vehicles
produced between and may have either the short or the long nose, depending on which model
was used as the base vehicle. In keeping with the Type 2's naming convention, the short and
long-nose versions are also informally known as T4a and T4b, respectively. The T4 was also
available with a permanent 4WD system that uses a Viscous coupling unit as a centre
differential to regulate the distribution of torque to the rear axle. These models are called
"syncro" and were available with the 2. Some syncro models also have a mechanically locking
rear differential. Since the rear differential precludes the placement of the spare wheel in the
usual place under the body, syncro vans either store it inside the body or on an external, hinged
bracket. The T4 is a very popular base for building a small to medium-sized camper and
day-vans, both as self-build projects and for professional conversions. Volkswagen themselves
also sold campervan versions of the T4. Outside of the US these were made by and named after
their contractor, Westfalia -Werke. These Westfalia -Werke built campervans were named
'California', except in Canada where they were called simply 'Westfalia'. Due largely to its
versatility, as well as popularity as a campervan, the Volkswagen Transporter including the T4

has an extensive following amongst enthusiasts. Meetings are held regularly throughout the
year in countries across Europe and there are several Internet forums dedicated to T4 owners
and enthusiasts. In May , the German enthusiasts of the T4 held a celebration of the 20th
anniversary of the production of the first T4. Several hundred T4s took part with vans from as
far afield as Russia, France, Spain, central Europe and the Nordic countries. Smaller than a
standard American delivery van, but larger than an American or Japanese passenger minivan,
Volkswagen played up its size with the slogan, "EuroVan: There's nothing mini about it".
Volkswagen only imported them to the U. Volkswagen reintroduced the EuroVan passenger
models in the United States for model year with a VR6 engine as standard, but discontinued the
T4 worldwide after The manual gearbox was not offered in North America with the VR6 engine.
The long wheelbase version was also on offer in only as a 10 seaters CL or GL model trim.
Kombi and crewcab pickup versions sold as Transporter were also available in A panel version
LWB only was sold from to These small pop top camper vans are unique in North America and
have developed a cult following. Concepts and future models: Microbus Concept. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from VW T4. Fourth generation of the Volkswagen
Transporter. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. Motor vehicle. Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles. Westfalia Camper. Volkswagen
Commercial Vehicles , a marque of the Volkswagen Group , car timeline, European market,
â€”present. Hidden categories: Use dmy dates from August Articles with short description
Short description matches Wikidata Articles needing additional references from July All articles
needing additional references Short description is different from Wikidata Commons category
link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia
Commons. Volkswagen Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles Light commercial vehicle M.
Transverse front engine , front-wheel drive or four-wheel-drive. Volkswagen Group T4 platform.
Volkswagen Type 2 T3. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Volkswagen T4. Sedan
delivery. Caddy I. Caddy II. Caddy III. Caddy IV. Pickup truck. Westfalia California. California T5.
California T6. Panel van derivatives. Type 2 T1. Type 2 T2. Transporter T3. Transporter T4.
Transporter T5. Transporter T6. LT II. New Beetle. Rabbit Convertible. New Beetle Convertible.
Rabbit Pickup. Compact crossover SUV. Tiguan I. Tiguan II. Mid-size crossover SUV. Atlas CS.
Touareg II. My wife runs a small company called "Tulipaner og Tomater", selling home made
craft products, At her annual summer sale she invited the owner of this beautifully restored VW
Transporter to participate. The VW is converted into a small cafe with an expresso machine and
an old record player. The excellent coffee produts was accompanied by delicious jazz music
from and old Gerry Mulligan record, released on Blue Note. Visit VW Cafe at: Mean looking T4!
This is Gimme Bar, the 5th greatest invention of all time. Right, here is the new 'Show us your
wheels' thread. Please keep it simple but try to include: Wheel make, model, size and offset.
Tyre make, size and Vw T4. Now isn't that against the spirit of the thread?! Foxy - are they VW
side bars? Getting our gouge sorted on the 27th and going to get some bars fitted to HI, Im
looking at putting gas burners in the van and have seen ones that go under the rock and roll
bed and slide out of the rear so you cook under the Decided I wasn't going to be cooking or
washing up in the van but definitley wanted ice cold beers:cheers Had this design in my head
for a long time so T4 body kit. VW T4 angel eyes. Vw T5 Vw Transporter Campervan.
Volkswagen Bus Vw Camper. Volkswagen Transporter T4. Volkswagen Bus Vw T1. Vw
Transporter Camper. Vw Bus. T4 Bus. Volkswagen Bus Camper Volkswagen Transporter. Door
Lock Problems A common problem with the T4 central locking is the breaking of the spring in
the lock. The lock button when unlocked door in the top holds the position. Without intact
spring, the locking knob for light vibrations eg. Operation If this happens, you can manage to
repair it, that one of the locking button to open the door clings, or that one to open the door first
with the central locking and then unlocking the boot and the knob opens the door locked.
Unfortunately, this spring is not available as spare parts. So if you want an original spring must
complete the castle get at VW. You can use the pen but by a self bebastelte spring eg from a
ballpoint pen or the pen of a key ring to replace it. Installation instructions: Spring The spring is
factory from 1 mm thick spring steel. It has about 1. The bent parts, which are used to fix the
castle, have a length of about 5 mm. Because for the spring at the mounting sufficient space
available to, the mass can be varied in a replica rather generously. It is primarily to ensure that
the spring is not thick, so that it between the moving parts of the castle still has game. The
following picture shows one of a pen of a key ring made of spring with a diameter of about 13
mm. Notes: For the first exchange the remains of the broken spring can be removed completely.
It should take particular care to, that no parts get jammed in the lock mechanism. Region of the
spring grease after installation. If the van has been lowered, this in its self could put the

steering geometry out and a 4 wheel alignment check should confirm this. Worn suspension
bushes are another factor to consider. Knocks or clunks on rough road surfaces will usually
indicate worn bottom or top ball joints, drop links or anti-roll bar bushes. Brakes While there are
no real problems so to speak of on the T4, a regular brake check over of the hydraulic pipes and
hoses, brake pads, brake discs etc. If the van pulls to one side or another whilst driving this
could be a sign of lack of maintenance. The rear caliper sliders can also become seized up and
could result in the sliders snapping in the calipers when trying to correct. The rear handbrake
cables can let water in over time and in really cold weather freeze up and make your hand brake
feel like its stuck on!! This is simply diagnosed by depressing the brake pedal and if the noise
quiets down you know a new brake vac pump is required. Instrument Cluster Oil light flashing
and beeping. This fault is usually down to an alternator and or wiring issue blue wire. The oil
pressure warning system is quite an over complicated affair which uses low and high engine
speeds worked out from the alternator and low and high oil pressure sensors on the engine!
Below is a copy of the checks procedure as written by Penbryn and posted on the VW T4 forum
which is a very good write up to get to the bottom of this problem. Why are there so many oil
pressure warning problems on VW vehicles? As usual VW has designed an overly-complex
solution to a relatively simple problem â€” oil pressure monitoring. Because of the complexity
of the DOP system, it has led to lots of problems with the system itself rather than real oil
pressure issues. So if you have a problem with oil pressure on one of these it is likely to be oil
pressure sensor, wiring or an actual mechanical problem. So what is DOP? The VW rationale
behind the DOP system is that low oil pressure problems are typical of high-mileage VAG
engines with worn bearings and oil that is hot and thin. The combination of thin oil and worn
main bearings means that the oil pressure is marginal at lower RPM where the oil pump is not
spinning as fast at idle speeds as it does when driving. In order to address this perceived
problem, the system basically monitors the low pressure sensor when the engine is below rpm
and the high pressure sensor above RPM. The body of the sensor is typically white, grey, or
black in colour and is connected to the wiring harness with a yellow wire. To test the high
pressure sensor circuit and wiring sensor for this is on the oil filter housing : 1. Disconnect the
wire to the high pressure sensor on the filter housing and let it float un-connected. The oil
buzzer should now come on and indicator will flash when the van engine speed is above RPM.
Now connect the yellow wire to ground and rev the engine past RPMâ€¦ the buzzer should not
sound at all. If you fail either of these tests you have sensor issues, wiring, alternator wiring, or
instrument cluster issues. If the buzzer still sounds with the wire to the sensor grounded the
problem is most likely the wiring to the instrument cluster. To test the low pressure sensor
sensor for this is on the cylinder head : 1. Disconnect the wire to the sensor and leave it float. If
it does and the oil light is still flashing then you have either a wiring fault or the engine speed
signal from the alternator is missing. So, the long and short is: A flashing oil light, on its own at
engine speeds of A flashing oil light and buzzer are both a function of the high-pressure sensor
on the filter housing. If this is happening you should look at the high pressure sensor and
associated wiring. The high pressure sensor on the oil filter flange is only monitored when the
engine is running at or over RPM. Hello My t4 2. Hmm usualy a cracked pick up in the tank is the
most likly cause under those circumstancies! I would sugest getting faults read could have a
temp sensor reading wrong or somthing. I suggest letting an auto electrician take a look now
you have done the basics! Hello My 2. The high pressure has a yellow wire, the low pressure
has a blue and black wire. The high pressure must be above 2 bar at rpm. If pressure and wires
are ok then replace the sensor. I have a 2. Once stopped and cooled I check oil level and it is
still ok. Many thanks. You have done the correct thing checking bonnet switch! Still could be a
problem with wiring for the switch which I have had before! I would suggest getting checked out
properly though as there is always a chance there is something serious going on but usually
bad wiring or a faulty pressure switch can be to blame! Skip to content. Things to look out for
when buying a VW T4. Notify of. Newest Oldest Most Voted. Inline Feedbacks. FC Autos. Had
problems with the wiring under the bonnet that has caused that issue. Yvonne Walker.
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Golf Mk1. Golf Mk2. Most popular A-Z Home Volkswagen Transporter T4 Exhaust. VW
Transporter T4 Exhaust. Add to Basket. Add to Wish List. Exhaust Pipe Clip Front Exhaust Pipe

Gasket 2. Manifold to Downpipe Gasket 1. Exhaust Manifold Gasket 2. Gasket for Front Exhaust
Pipe 2. Front Pipe to Catalyst Gasket 2. Pressure Converter for 2. Exhaust Manifold Downpipe 2.
Exhaust Front Silencer for 2. Exhaust Rear Silencer, 2. Volkswagen T4 Exhaust Parts Heritage
Parts Centre have a selection of exhaust parts to fit your classic T4 Transporter - exhaust
sections - silencers, T4 van down pipes, performance headers, T4 bus exhaust fittings, exhaust
kits. Heritage Parts Centre is the one stop shop for parts and accessories for T4 Transporter
models. If you're shopping for Volkswagen T4 Transporter parts, we're adding to our ever
expanding range of classic VW accessories and spares for your T4 van or T4 bus.

